
    

 

 

Personal, Social & Emotional 
Development 
This week in Foundation we have 
been working in a group, sharing 
and taking turns.  
We have continued our time talking 
about the school rules and why we 
have rules at school. This is to keep 
ourselves and others safe. 

 

Communication and Language 
This week we have learnt the 
story ‘Monkey Puzzle’ we have 
been retelling the story by using 
our voice and actions. We have 
also developed our vocabulary by 

discussing key parts of the story. 

Expressive Arts and Design 
This week we have used our 
scissor skills on the making table 
and began to create our own 
wanted posters to see if we can 
find the mother monkey from our 

story.  

Physical Development 
This week we have begun to think 
about our gross motor skills by 
learning a new ‘Wake and Shake’ 
routine. We have developed our 
fine movements in the classroom 
when using pencils, tweezers and 
construction.  We have also 
exercised our fingers for writing in 
‘Dough Disco’. 

Literacy 
This week we have begun to think 
about the initial sound that we 
can hear in words.  
We have learnt all about the story 
‘Monkey Puzzle’ and began to 
answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions 

based on the book. 

Understanding the World 
This week we have been talking 
about other animals that we might 
find in the rainforest from our 
story. We have thought about how 
each one has some features that 
are the same and some that are 
different. We have also talked 
about how adult animals and their 
young are similar. 

Mathematics 
This week we have been developing our 
early experiences of maths. We have 
sorted, compared, classified, ordered 
and matched objects. These have 
enabled us to begin focusing on maths 
vocabulary like: same, different, 
enough, not enough, too many, too few, 

more and fewer. 
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A letter to tell you what Foundation have 
been learning. Please talk about these 

areas with your child. 
 


